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A b s t r a c t

She nucleon coupling constant with the axial Isoecalar eur-

r«Bt entering the B^orkeu вгоа rule for the Деер-inelaetic ecat-

terlng ot polarized electrons on a polarized target i s calcu-

lated in BOBperturbative flCD. The result, 0* c: 0.5» le about

« factor of two saaller ae conquered to that of the SU(6) synmet-

rio quarlc model.
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Unlike fhe m i l known nucleen coupling constant with the

axial iaoTector current Q
A
 measured in л -decay experi-

ments, the nucleon coupling constant with the axial isoacalar

current of is experimentally unknown, fhe constant £

enters the Bjorken sun role £w the deep-ineleetAc scattering

of polarized electrons on a polarized proton, therefor* its kncw-

lsdge would allow one to rerifj this ваш rule experimentally la

ер-scattering experiments not iHTolring the en-data which are

neceoeary for excluding the unknown contribution of the isoscalar

current. Theoretically, the дЦ constant was calculated is

the SU(6) symmetric quark Model (see, e.g. ). Bie q constant

calculation in the framework of such a model results, howerer,

in a noticeable disagreement with experiment ( (0*)ji//f) • 5/3)

comparing to ( (Q/k)oxo " *
# 2
5 ) , so that one cannot say with

certainty that such calculations of the л / constant are con-

fident. For these reasons we пате made an attempt to calculate

the Од constant in <Q?S employing the operator expansion

method based on consideration of polarization operators In exter-

nal fields and successfully applied by us previously for calcu-

lating nucleoK magnetic moments and the A -decay axial сежа-

tant * .

She <Q?D calculation of the Од constant is of interest

also for another reason. Лв is known, cQCD standard mass sum rules

do not work in case of the*scalar channel and for longitudinal

part of polarization operator of axial isoacalar currents. This

fact can presumably be explained by в large nonperturbatire cont-

ribution «f direct lnstantons which results in a large SS
 a n d

UU + cfcf quark state nixing ^* , It can be thought (and we shall
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proceed from this In «hat follows) that such a situation is spe-

cific of longitudinal part of the axial and peeudoscalar channels

and does not hold in the transverse part of the axial channel.

The arguments for this are the following, (1) In the isoscalar

axial current polar!cation operator direct instantoas contribute

only to the longitudinal part which corresponds to the contribut-

ion «f pseudoscalar (but not axial) aesons. (2) Experimentally,

iaoscelar axial mesons D and В consist of, correspondingly,

ЦСЛ у- £t ч and S S quarks with comparatively small m x -

f

ing that indicates a resemblance of the isoscalar axial chan-

nel with the iaoacalar vector one where unlike the pseudoscslar,

(ЩЛ sum rules work well, Though these considerations seem to us

sufficiently persuasive, the Bjorken sum rule experimental check

of the calculated below constant 0% is desirable since It

could be a test for our correct understanding of the low-energy

II. Method of Calculation

In our calculations we will closely follow ref. * «here

was calculated in CQ3D. Let us consider the polarisation operator

П1Р) «ifЛ t^lTfil'), f(o))fc>

W

In fh» qwrk ourre»t «rlth proton quuttun nuabera, U, Q

fi«10«» п
9
 ъ

в
 С «г* Ш colour lndeoes. We pat cur-
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current in (2) to be the moat appropriate for describing the

physical proton state (for argumentation see *° ). Pollening

the method of refs. ** we assume the quarks to be in the constant

iHoacalar axial field Д , so that the (fiCD lagrangian is ad-

ded by the tera

O )

Let ца calculate /7//°^ i* the regioa p
2
< 0,

usisg operator expansion and taking only liaear In Д. terms,

terms up to d=7 «ill he taken into account is the operator

expansion. The Green function in the external axial field has

then the fom (see refs» **, the gluon field B^ gauge iss

The value of mr in -the last tera in the r.ix.a ef (4) is determined

via the v.e.v. induced by the external axial field

idxere J^ is the ТГ-rjrt decay constant -f » 133 Ve7. X*

accord with eq.(5) there ie the equality
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The numerical value of n£ was determined in v&l. „ my 53

£-0.2 GeV . The first end the second terms is (4) ere the quark

Green function in external constant axial field. The third and the

fourth terms in (4) account for the presence ot полtrivial vacuum

expectstion value ^*>JQ(
X
)Q(

O
)& *n

 t h e
 liaear in x appro-

xlnation at x -* 0. (In obtaining the 4-th term ire have used quark

equations »f motion in the erteraal axial field Ayu. )•

The. eixHi term in (4) stems from expanding Qjl*)
 in x

up to the second «rder
t
 utilizing equation of motion end <sq. (5).

The appearance of the fifth term in (4) requires a special

explanation* According to the mentioned in the Introduction we

suppose that transitions SS-*UU + C^Cf in the axial

channel are small* Inside the nucleon, according to the quarlc-

partoa model, there are no valence quarks while quarks from the

sea cannot contribute the requisite apin effects* So, we could

assume f
e r
 the axial field to interact with the 8-th component

Of the unitary singlet current, i.e. instead of (3) lagrangian

could be added by

1ж this case the field induced v.e.v, cun be readily calculated,
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Indeed, as fellows from eq. (?),

where

and is assumed that at к ̂  0 the condition je^ A « = 0 takes

place, the equality (8) immediately follows froa the tranaTersali-

ty condition /L
a
 (*) =(§b* *** *$u*4)f7(x

l
) and froa the

2
fact that a% 3c -• 0 only /? -meson E useless state contributes to

П (*) • \£n the exact 3U(3) synnetry with masslese quarks

In uhlch we are vorldsg, jC^zsjL ). Eq.(8) unaabiguously deter-

ndnea the form of Л е fifth term in (4). (BTote that the use of

the constant -^ ̂ д
 e
*»(4) instead of ̂  differing froa it by 3Ojf

seems to be more justifiable. Indeed, in our case the s-quark

contribution is inessential, tdiile the larger value of и -meson

mass in comparison with the tton взэ and the difference of

from 4** results from the s^uark contribution into th«

meson state)»

Besides the diagrams where the quark propagator is represen-

ted by eq.(4), the direct contribution «f the т.е.т in the exter-

nal axial field АЛА (6)
 t o
 ^

е
 operator ехрапв1ож is also

taken into account. In doing so, one must represent the tiro re-

maining quark propagators in the linear in gluonic field appro-

ximation
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r*lariiatlea operator (1) la the linear la A* tanas c«»-

tala* three tensor structure*: ^ / /A

(I {Ap)PfjT* J«et as la * we shall eoasider the SUB rule far

the coefficient fuaetloa at the last structure 2 ( A p } p $ F

oalgr, slaoe la this structure, as compared with the two others,

the ceatxlbution of higher teras of the operator expaasiea is

suppressed as wall as the excited state ceatrlbutloa ia the r.h.

a. (phea*meaele£lc&l party ef the SUB rule. Ter this reasoa, the

operators dhleh give ae eoatributiea to the structure 2 (Ap)pYf

are emitted ia foraula (4).

Ike r«a»s of the sum rule nrlttea with the help of disper-

sion relation through physical state contributions Is represen-

ted ey the laterestlag for us coatritoutioa of the lowest state -

protox, by proton traasition into excited states coussd by the

azlal field aad by tra: .sitionfl between excited states. ?b.& proton

ooatributlea correoponds to the seooad order pole et p 2 * <s2 йп

the ptflarijsatioB nperatsr

la the constant of proton transition mt« tha

Я 1^
eurs-eat fa Aetextalmed in '»' "*

le the protm apiaor» Knsacji'leBlly, Д^. a l?Ti X,s

• 2.1 Gelr (»ae ref.
 3
 ). She aanaiagonal trasuitiaajj pro tea ->
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-> excited states contribute Into eua roles the first order poles

at p
2
 - m

2
-* 0. Is was discussed In •* after the Borel transfor-

mation with parameter я the contribution of the ground state

appears to be proportional to VT ехр(-м /Уг) while the contribut-

ion of nondiagonal transitions p-»• В to be **•* exp(-m /II
z
),l.e.

to be nonsuppressed exponentially» Therefore we will take Into

account the contribution of transition p -#> Я exactly introducing

the unknown parameter С which characterizes this contribution*

For transitions between excited states we use the continuum model

writing the contribution of such transitions with the help of the

dispersion integral

«o

which starts from some threshold value * , Function ftft'J la

detenmined from the requirement of ite colncideuce with imaginary

part of the polarization operator found in >$3D (In the l .h.s of

the sum rule).

I I I . Results and Discussion.

Omitting the calculation details, let гш present at once

the result - the sum rule for uf obtained after the Borel

trana forma tion

it

f
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«here

Л - -(2ТГ )
2
<0(qq| O> ft- 0,55 GeV

3

B 0 ( x ) » 1 - е~ , В^зс) « I - (1+x) e~* (13)

£g(z ) =» 1 - ( 1 * х * л*) е"*х

The f a c t o r s proport ional to

take Into account the anomalous dimensions of current h and of

various operators* (The normalization point M is chosen to be

equal to M «0.5 GeV that corresponds to the above value \j

and O. (13)).

Che sum rule (12) la reasonable to compare with the found in

• aum rule determining the micleon таза, which has the form

MX (%

*\ ч

Adding (12) and (14) and applying operator { jt *~ M ^t)'^

to the result wo get thet sum rule for Q

lihe M
2
 dependence graph of 0* is give* in I'ig.l. (a

o
=

At ll**al.2 OeV the continuum contribution 1з already rather 1 ur-

ge* It ie more difficult to determine the lower boundary of

permissible II eince 1л the region II /̂ » 1 GeV* «11 three terma
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I in the r.h.s of (15) give approximately the same contribution,

Nevertheless, proceeding from the form of the curve in Pig.1 it

2 2

can be thought that the confident region of H is 0.9 < M < 2

The error in g} seems to be rather large which ie indicated,

in particular, by a rather strong M dependence of Q^ in

Fig.l. The main source of the error is uncertainty in / ^ value

which, perhaps, may achieve 50&, and the effect of nonaccounted

power corrections. Our final result for a* is

9A

in comparison with prediction of the SU(6) symmetric quark model

t$A /s<//i)
 =
 . It is interesting to notice that the account

of only one first term in the r.h.з of (15) corresponding to the

.first term in the l.h.a of (12), i.e. to the simplest quark loop

in polai-iKaticm operator would give for Q? the value

Q* я -1 which lias absolutely no resemblance to that expec-

ted In 3U(6) symmetry. We зее that in this case the large differ-

ence between current and constituent quarJc calculations disappears

in taking into account of power corrections.

Though our prediction (16) differs from that of SU(6) sym-

metry the difference is of the same order as that between the

prediction of 3\}(6) symmetry for the axial isovector constant

A. and its experimental value (1.67 in comparison with
d
 i

1*25)» Therefore the value 0, we have obtained ia not surp-

riuing. The reasonable value of О* (16) thereby testifies

to that the CPD sum г-ule enethod works sufficiently well for

transverse components of the axial isoscslar channel.

Let us now remind how the constant 0? enters the

BJorken aunt rule for the deep-inelastic cross section of longl-
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tudinally polarisecl electrons on longitudinally (relative to the

electron momentum) polarized protons. In the framework of parton

nodel neglecting the JQ dependence of atruoture functions, one

can write the Bjorken eum rule (see, e.g. ):

о

Here

(JV, and ?5j/ ore the virtual photon absorption oross

sections which correspond to projections 1/2 and 3/2 of the total

photon and proton spin to the photon momentum direction, гг (х)

ie the proton structure function, <SL , СГ are the total аЪ-

sorption cross sections of transverse and longitudinal photons.

In the r.h.s of (17) jPj^ means the proton state mth the

spin projection to the photon momentum (Z axis) being equal to

•*1/2
S
 Э^ , yj^ are, respectively, the third and the

eighth components of the octet axial current, J^ ia the unitary

scalar axial current j£> =(u^/rV ~ tyfr<*)/*, ^Ir'fifi/r^ r

Neglecting in the r.h.s of (17) the strange quark contribution

we obtain
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and, eorrespanuongly, for the electron-neutron scattering

4

At our value Л * (16} and л • 1.25

§?(*)djc • 0.17 • 0.03 (22a)

о

/1' - 0.035 • 0.03 (22b)

She values (22a) can be coopered with the experiment where

the measurements were made rrithin 0.1 < x < 1 and it «as found

that / $№) dx - 0.095*0.008. Assuming that at email z
• e.» . -oL /л) its

the Kegge dependence G
I
{*J'-X takes place where oCg [°J

is intercept ol ̂  trajectory o(£ (
6) ~-Q2£±U2£"вай the mat-

chins with the Regge dependence occurs at x « 0.1 we find

f Of(x)ch(= 0.02-0.03, i.e. [J$?Сх)<£х)^^= 0.12-0,13» Шел

comparing this шшЬег with the theoretical value (22s) one should

bear in mind that the experiment «fas ш>йе at comparative}.?-

siaall ЗЕг ( ^ • 4 GeV }
c
 la the Bjorlren зшв rale for pix>ton

p
scattering at not very large '-9 one should expect a considerable

deviation from scaling behaviour far larger than in the enalogous

stun rule written for the difference of cross sections of px^toa

and rieutrob ecatterin.?;» The reoson is that at small t(r
f
 as 2"ol-

iv 'is г'гот the йегау5.шоу~Ш'е11--Кеагп evm rule
 1
^ »

J
*
 f
 the inirejr-

ral j^ $t L
M
> $ jtfx is negative (for a detailed discussion of

tiiis probles sec '" )» So,, the / j^
4
 /•*", 8}*") ЯЛ тевзта-

rements at not very large & nmst give values smaller than theo-

retics I* (;£GD corrections proportional to сЧ>
 a

*"t towards
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th« some direction.

Compare also our value of Q* with the results of the

14 i
paper by Ellia and Jaffe

 J
 «here 0/ was expressed via the

parameters of hyperon leptonic decays in the fraaeworlc of two

assumptions: (1} neglecting the strange quark contribution to the

Isoacalar axial current (this hypothesis coxneidee with ours);

(2) exact SU{3) symmetry in the matrix elements of iiyperon lepto-

nlc decays. Ellis and Jaffe have obtained that

where F and D are constants of 7 and D coupling in hyperon lepto-

nic decaya. Substituting into (23) the recent experimental data

1 6
 , F = О.477+.О1О11, D = 0.755+0.011 we find

0
S
 - 0.68 £ 0.02

which agrees with our value (16) up to errors.

17
In, ref. P and D were found theoretically using the

17

sum rule method. The calculations of ref. differ from the cal-

culations of the present paper in two respects.
17 Л

(i) In (as well as in ) the overestimated value of the

nucleon residue into quark current was used, (ii) Chen calculating

17

the axial isovector charge of hyperon, the authors of did not

take into account the external axial field interaction with the

induced quark-gluun condensate, i.e. they neglected the terms pro-

portional to -j-jf. т^ in the operator expansion. Correction of

these two errors changes the obtained in value of Q.
17 ^ i,

to Q = 1.40+0.20 and the obtained in
 A <
 0Г* to л * «

= -0.5+0.2. &a a result, constants 9 and У appear to be equal to
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У • 0.45, 0 • 0.95. Substitution of these parameters into (23)

gives Л
д
* « 0.4 in agreement with (16).

Thanks are due to M«A*Shifman for useful discussions.
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